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Abstract

- This workshop provides detailed information about the new Web interface for administrators, called the Administration Center. The Administration Center is enhanced to help provide easier deployment and administration, to help you improve personnel productivity, and to help you use resources more efficiently. The new interface replaces the WEB Admin interface distributed with pre-Tivoli Storage Manager 5.3 servers.
- I explain the benefits and discuss the underlying architecture of the new technology introduced with the ISC.
- You will get brief installation instructions, first step tips for interface navigation and problem determination hints.
- I give you instructions on how to backup and restore the Administration Center on Unix and Windows platforms using Tivoli Storage Manager client functionality.
- At the end of this workshop I provide a current outlook on enhancements that are already planned for the Tivoli Storage Manager Administration Center and an overview about products that are also planning to become integrated in the ISC.
Agenda

- ISC and Administration Center overview
- Integrated Solutions Console
- What is behind the ISC
- Tivoli Storage Manager Administration Center inside the ISC
- ISC and Tivoli Storage Manager Admin Center Installation
- ISC installation logs
- Starting and Stopping ISC
- ISC Start/Stop Problem Determination
- Administration Center Support Utility
- ISC and Admin Center: Security Concept
- ISC Layout and TSM Integration
- Administration Center Examples
- Task Oriented Interface
- TSM Admin Center Changes with 5.3.1
- TSM Admin Center Changes with 5.3.2
- Other Products using the ISC
How to find additional Information

- This Workshop is based on the content of the following ITSO Redbooks:

  - IBM Tivoli Storage Manager Version 5.3 Technical Workshop Presentation Guide, (SG24-6774-00)

  - IBM Tivoli Storage Manager Version 5.3 Technical Guide, (SG24-6638-00)
Questions ???
Thank you for participating this Workshop